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“Nones, Somes, and SBNR*” 

A Sermon by the Rev. Dr. Stephanie May 

First Parish in Wayland 

September 15, 2019 

(*SBNR=Spiritual, but not religious) 

 

After a childhood of weekly church attendance, as a young adult, I began to waver. A 

sociologist of religion would have called me a “Some.” Sometimes I went to church—

especially around holidays or when visiting my parents. As I once read, I treated religion a 

bit like it was “the good family china to be used only on special occasions, then placed back 

behind glass doors.” (28) 

 

This was even the state of things when I enrolled in seminary in the fall of 1996. While I 

had a deep love of religious questions, I did not in fact have an official denominational 

affiliation. Beyond the occasional weekday chapel service at the Seminary, I did not actually 

attend church services.  

 

Then came my wedding between the first semester and the second. Then came the news 

that I was pregnant and a leave of absence. And then came the abusive marriage with its 

verbal blows and ever tightening circle of control. 

 

Still I did not attend church. The church I grew up in had taught me to stay married . . . that 

marriage was for life. They had taught me to “value” family . . . to preserve “family values.” I 

made a bargain with myself: I would stay unless I felt my spirit was about to die.  

 

What did that mean to me? My spirit? Did I actually believe that some invisible essence 

inhabited my flesh and body? Not really. Although … that is one definition of the term 

‘spirit’.  We do speak of ‘spirits’ in a religious sense of unseen powers and presences. 

Relatedly, liquor is sometimes referred to as spirits—anyone who has imbibed a bit too 

much can testify to their unseen power to inhabit one’s mood and body! But we also speak 

of “school spirit” or comment that a happy, humming child is “in good spirits” today.   

 

It’s a slippery term, spirit. And, with its religious connotations, it can carry a lot of baggage.  

 

For me, spirit and the corresponding term, spirituality, point to the inner world of a 

person’s sense of self, of motivation and meaning.  When I worried about my “spirit” dying, 

I feared becoming an entirely passive being reacting to the expectations and demands of 

my day. I feared losing that inner sense of “me” with her feelings, dreams, and longing to 
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have my life matter.  Perhaps you’ve also found yourself at such place of fear in your own 

life? Or, may even be feeling something like that now. . .  

 

In the end, I did leave my marriage. It will be twenty years next month actually. As it turned 

out, being able to leave required not only my own will for a better life, it also required 

multiple communities of support: my family, some work friends, and . . .  a church. 

 

While still in my marriage, but clearly unhappy, my parents encouraged me to attend the 

liberal church in my town—even though they were still conservative Christians. Think 

about that. They cared more about the welfare of their daughter than they did theological 

purity. And, they were right. I walked into the sanctuary of that liberal church one Sunday 

and my breath stopped short. In the sweeping architecture and the friendly faces, I 

remembered deep in my bones that another way of living was possible. Kindness, 

generosity, hope . . . these were all part of the DNA of a church like this.  

 

Fortunately, as a liberal church, I also found a community that actively engaged the mind, 

welcomed LGBTQ folks, and openly questioned the Christian tradition.  There was no 

judgment for my impending divorce.  Rather than silence my questions, I was invited into 

book discussions, workshops, and worship services that wrestled with contradictions in 

scripture and how religion might be relevant today. 

 

What if that church had not been there?  

 

I share my story not because it’s extraordinary, but because its one of many like it—except 

that many do not find their way back to religion. For years, the Pew Research Center has 

been tracking the rise of the those who do not identify any religious affiliation—or “nones” 

as they are commonly called. In 2007, 16% of adult Americans were “nones.” Seven years 

later in 2014, 23% were “nones.” Wow—a 7% increase in 7 years.  When broken down by 

age groups, the rise of “nones” is even more stark. For example, in the 2014 survey, while 

only 17% of Baby Boomers identified as “nones,” a full 34-36% of Millennials (b.1981-

1996) identify as “nones.”  

 

When asked why they choose not to identify with a religion, the number one reason for 

“nones” was: “I question a lot of religious teachings.” The second top reason was: “I don’t 

like the positions churches take on social/political issues.” Other reasons included: “I don’t 

like religious organizations”; “I don’t believe in God”; “Religion is irrelevant to me”; and “I 

don’t like religious leaders.”  

 

https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2015/05/13/a-closer-look-at-americas-rapidly-growing-religious-nones/
https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2018/08/08/why-americas-nones-dont-identify-with-a-religion/
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When you think about those you know who do not belong to a religious organization, do 

these reasons sound familiar?  

 

But here WE are. I’m not just “preaching to the choir” but to “the people in the pews.” Why 

do we, who are sitting in a religious building on a Sunday morning, need to hear about this?  

 

Firstly, I think it’s simply important that we understand what is happening in the U.S. 

religious landscape.  There are simply more and more people of all ages, but especially 

younger adults, who reject religious affiliation. As you may already know, many U.S. 

religious denominations are seeing a sizable drop-off in numbers. While our Unitarian 

Universalist Association is doing ok nationally, we too have seen a small decline from the 

height in 2002 until today.  Significantly, the drop in the Religious Education numbers has 

been far more steep than in the adult members.  

 

But more than raw numbers, I am interested in the reasons why we are seeing this trend. 

To better understand, I read the book, Choosing Our Religion: The Spiritual Lives of 

America’s Nones by Elisabeth Drescher (Oxford University Press, 2016).  Drescher gives 

multiple examples of the many ways that “nones” do chart their own spiritual paths . . . just 

not necessarily affiliated with organized religion. Some of these people self-identify as 

“Spiritual but not Religious” or SBNR. Others, Drescher describes as “somes”—those who 

stay connected to a religious institution but stay on the sidelines.  

 

In the book Grace Without God: The Search for Meaning, Purpose, and Belonging in a Secular 

Age, journalist Katherine Ozment traces the story of her life as a “none.” Raised Lutheran, 

Ozment struggles with how to raise her kids to be ethical and to have a sense of belonging 

without religion. In her searching, she talks with multiple scholars including sociologist  

Robert Putnam. Putnam tells her that research suggests the rise in disaffiliation is a kind of 

reaction of the rise of the Religious Right. She quotes Putnam who told her: 

 

“Just as the religious right was reacting to the sixties, your generation was reacting 

against Jerry Falwell. It’s as if this generation said, ‘If religion is just about 

homophobia and abortion, and if to be religious means to be Republican, I’m out of 

here. That’s not me.’” (27) 

 

Hearing this, I wonder what people think when they drive by our classic white steepled 

church.  Of course, we have a rainbow flag flying out front and last fall we had a large sign 

in support of transgender rights. But I suspect that for many people these expressions 

puzzle them—an odd juxtaposition for what they think happens in old white steepled 

churches.  

https://www.uua.org/data/demographics/uua-statistics
https://www.uua.org/data/demographics/uua-statistics
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Even if a person has heard that Unitarian Universalism is really liberal or ‘different’, it can 

still be really hard to walk through that door.  Whatever a person’s religious background or 

lack of religious background, it can be daunting to walk into an unknown space . . . if only 

for an hour.  Although invisible, I imagine we all walk through the door carrying all kinds of 

religious baggage as well as some kind of longing that led us here for the first time or for 

the one-thousandth time.  

 

Do you know why you are here today? Can you name what you need from a congregation 

like this? From a liberal religious tradition like ours?  

 

As you heard in the reading, she and her friends named what they valued about religion: 

“belonging, community, history, ritual, and prepackaged beliefs that gave meaning and 

purpose to life.”(xx)  But she then quickly recounts a litany of criticisms: “too often the 

staunchly religious promulgated outmoded ideas about gender and sexual orientation, 

encouraged “us-against-them” tribalism, and held congregants to stringent rites and 

dogma.”  Reading this, I want to shake the book and say, “no, no, all religions are not like 

that!! We’re not like that!!” 

 

But is it that simple?  

 

On the one hand, we are an open and inclusive community in ways that many more 

conservative religious traditions are not. And while we inevitably fall short again and again 

in living into the fullness of our values, we hold fast to the vision and try to keep learning 

what it means to live more justly and equitably. Nor do we hold people to creedal tests of 

beliefs. We are a mix of atheists, agnostics, and believers in the God of our understanding. 

We show up for each other with rides and potluck dishes, cards and expressions of concern. 

And, we show up for others with meals to the homeless shelter, rallies against injustice, and 

so much more. Who we are and THAT we are matters in many ways to individuals, families, 

and to the wider community.  

 

And yet, we are still sitting in an old steepled building with roots that link us in structure 

and in culture to a white, Protestant Christianity that still shapes how we worship, when 

we gather, and how we govern.  How do we navigate a path that honors what is the best of 

our history while also responding to the changing religious landscape? How do we respect 

the varied longings which bring each of us here—some of which may in fact conflict?  

 

I believe that Unitarian Universalism in general and First Parish in particular are well-

positioned to respond to the changing religious landscape.  Although rising numbers of 
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people may be leaving their religious affiliation and their belief in God, I believe that as 

human beings we are by nature spiritual creatures. Which is to say, I believe that we have 

longings for community, for purpose, and for a sense of connection to something larger 

than ourselves.   

 

Since 1640, we have existed to meet the religious, spiritual, and sometimes the material 

needs of people who happen to live near our little spot on the planet. This mission remains 

in 2019. The needs remain in 2019. But the language, the forms, and means of meeting 

these needs continue to evolve. Fortunately, we’re ok with evolution here! 

 

As Unitarian Universalists, we don’t often talk about religious ideas like “salvation.” But in 

closing I want to suggest that walking through the doors of a liberal church saved me. At a 

time in my life when I was suffering and alone, I found hope and community in a church. Its 

why I am still a part of a religious community. Its why my spirit is alive and feeling so full 

today! And I am so glad that each of YOU are here, following your reasons to walk through 

the door. And, I am so glad that WE are here—an evolving 21st century religious 

community trying to find its way as we search together for meaning, purpose, and 

belonging in a secular age. 

 

So may it be. 

 

 


